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LEARNING OUTCOMES
1. Explain cost of capital and MARR
2. Calculate weighted average cost of capital

3. Estimate cost of debt capital
4. Estimate cost of equity capital

5. Understand high D-E mix and risk
6. Develop weights for multiple attributes

7. Apply weighted attribute method to
alternative evaluations
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Cost of Capital and MARR
Cost of capital is the weighted average interest rate paid based
on debt and equity sources
Debt capital represents borrowing outside company
Equity capital is from owners’ funds and retained earnings
MARR is set relative to cost of capital
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Factors Affecting MARR
Project risk: higher risk leads to higher MARR
Investment opportunity: in order to capture perceived opportunity, MARR
may be temporarily lowered

Government intervention: gov’t actions such as tariffs, subsidies, etc.
can cause companies to raise or lower MARR

Limited capital: as capital becomes limited, MARR increases
Rates at other corporations: competition can cause companies to raise
or lower MARR
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D-E Mix and Weighted Average COC
Debt-to equity (D-E) mix identifies percentages of debt and
equity financing for a corporation
WACC = (% equity)(cost of equity)
+ (% debt)(cost of debt)

This figure
Illustrates WACC
If the percentage of equity capital
from each source is known,
each component of WACC
is separately calculated
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Example: WACC Calculation
A company that specializes in producing cold-weather clothing and
accessories is expanding its ski-jacket and boot-sock manufacturing
facilities. The company plans to borrow $2.5 million at 7% interest, issue
stock worth $4 million at 5.9%, and use $1.5 million of retained earnings
at 5.1% to finance the project. Determine the company’s WACC.

Solution:

Equity sources are stock and retained earnings

Total project cost = 4 + 1.5 + 2.5 = $8 million
WACC = (common stock fraction)(cost of common stock capital)
+ (preferred stock fraction)(cost of preferred stock capital)
+ (retained earnings fraction)(cost of retained earnings capital)
+ (debt fraction)(cost of debt capital)
𝐖𝐀𝐂𝐂 = 4/8(5.9%) + 1.5/8(5.1%) + 2.5/8(7%)
= 𝟔. 𝟎𝟗%
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Cost of Debt Capital
Debt capital -- Funds received by borrowing; loans or issuance of bonds

This is important: Interest payments are tax deductible as a corporate
operating expense

Example: For a company that has an effective tax rate of 35%, the after-tax cost
of a i = 10% interest loan is, in fact, less than 10%:
𝒊(𝟏 − 𝐓𝐞) = (𝟎. 𝟏𝟎)(𝟏 − 𝟎. 𝟑𝟓) = (𝟎. 𝟏𝟎)(𝟎. 𝟔𝟓) = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟔𝟓 𝐨𝐫 𝟔. 𝟓%
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Cost of Equity Capital
Equity capital obtained from 4 possible sources:
(1) Sale of preferred stock
(3) Owner’s private capital

(2) Use of retained earnings
(4) Sale of common stock

Important: No tax advantage or tax savings for equity capital
Calculating the cost of different equity capital sources

For preferred stock: Cost of capital is stated dividend percentage
For retained earnings and owner’s funds: Cost is common stock cost
(next slide)
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Cost of Equity Capital from Common Stock
Use the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)

𝐑𝐞 = 𝐑𝐟 + 𝛃(𝐑𝐦 − 𝐑𝐟)
Where: Rf = return on safe investment; Rm = return on stocks measured by index;
β = risk measure (volatility of the company’s stock)
Example: Assume risk-free rate of 2.5% and equity market risk premium of 5.5%. If
the company’s beta is estimated to be 1.4, what is the cost of equity?

𝐑𝐞 = 𝟐. 𝟓% + 𝟏. 𝟒 𝟓. 𝟓% = 𝟏𝟎. 𝟐%
Note: β can be estimated using the following regression equation

𝐑𝐞 = 𝐈𝐧𝐭𝐞𝐫𝐜𝐞𝐩𝐭 + 𝛃𝐑𝐦
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Debt-Equity Mix and Risk
As proportion of debt capital increases:
1. On the one hand, overall cost of capital tends to decrease because
the weight on debt, a cheaper source of funding, increases
2. On the other hand, overall cost of capital tends to increase because
both debt and equity become more risky to investors
Corporations that become highly leveraged (large D-E mixes) have
increased risk and more difficulty in obtaining project funding

Investors take more risk and lenders are leery to provide funds

Best: balance between debt and equity funding – take
advantage of debt being a cheaper source of funding, but do
not make it too risky for investors by borrowing too much.
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Summary of Important Points
Cost of capital is weighted average of debt and equity funding
There is a tax savings with debt capital because interest is
deductible; nothing is tax deductible for equity capital
High D-E mixes mean higher risk for lenders and investors; project
funding becomes more problematic
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